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Center for Mental Health, Region 10 swap buildings
“It’s amazing for the
community.It’s a win
for everybody, including
the community.”

•Center to locate crisis unit at 300
N. Cascade Ave.
•Region 10 moving closer to
downtown
•Emergency bed numbers rise to 19
BY KATHARHYNN HEIDELBERG
KATHARHYNNH@MONTROSEPRESS.COM

The Center for Mental Health just got a
whole lot more elbow room for the emergency crisis stabilization unit it is opening in Montrose — and in turn, Region
10 will be within striking distance of the
heart of downtown.
The two entities are swapping buildings
in a deal that closes today: The Region
10 League for Economic Assistance and
Planning will move to the 145 S. Cascade
Ave. property the center had obtained last
year for an emergency clinic location. The
Center will now locate that component
of its services to 300 N. Cascade Ave., a
much larger building that was historically used as a care center before being assumed by other entities, most recently,
Region 10.
The Center for Mental Health’s main
facility will remain at its Miami Road location and Volunteers of America, which
has administrative offices at the North
Cascade location, is staying put.
“From a community perspective, it puts
Region 10 in the downtown area,” Shelly
Spalding, Center for Mental Health’s CEO,
said.
“On the flip side, the building they have
been in and own was actually historically built as a care center, which meant it
already met a lot of the environmental requirements by the Colorado Department
of Public Health and Environment for our
needs as a crisis stabilization unit.

John Renfrow
Real estate agent

With construction underway in the Region 10 building, Clinical Director of Acute Services
Robin Slater on March 15 puts on a hard hat during the tour of the building to get a good
laugh. (Sydney Warner/Montrose Daily Press)

“It will save money on renovation costs
and in the end be better for the community on both sides.”

The Center last year acquired the property at 145 S. Cascade Ave. with the intent of remodeling it for use as a 24-hour

behavioral health clinic for crisis assessment and stabilization.
The emergency center is intended to
stabilize patients in crisis to the point they
can receive continued care through their
long-term provider, instead of having to
go to the emergency room and be sent to
the nearest such crisis centers in Grand
Junction, Durango or to the Front Range.
By acquiring the nearly 16,300 squarefoot building on North Cascade, the
Center will be able to maximize its state
and grant funding to provide 19 crisis beds, instead of the seven the smaller site on South Cascade would have
accommodated.
The crisis center will offer round-theclock walk-in services for those in need
of immediate behavioral health attention
and a withdrawal management area for
those experiencing substance-use crises.
“It enlarges the capacity for the number
of people who can be served and the cost
for renovations is decreased,” Spalding
said, referring to the swap.
“We’re actually trading with them,”
Region 10 Executive Director Michelle
Haynes said, explaining the entities’ mutual contractor had connected the two
and advised the Region 10 building would
See SWAP page A7

MHS speech and
debate team seeks
funds for nationals
•2 MHS seniors hoping to go to nationals
•4 Montrose students will compete at state
•Speech and debate state competition
starts today
BY ANDREW KISER
ANDREWK@MONTROSEPRESS.COM

The Montrose High School speech and debate
team’s season can be broken down into two parts:
fundraising and competitions.
Getting the capital is an integral part of being on
the team because it’s the only way students can travel
and compete, head coach Courtney Teeter said.
“If we don’t have the money then we don’t get to go,”
Teeter said. “Even though they have put in all of the
hard work, if we don’t have the funds to help us get
there, we don’t go.”
But, the team was able to raise the money needed to
go to the state competition, which takes place today
through Saturday at Rocky Mountain High School
in Fort Collins. This year, MHS is sending four students to the event: senior Abby Antonowitsch, junior Angela Comstock, as well as sophomores Kaydee
Lucero and Spencer Crane.
Their concern now is how to afford a trip to nationals on the East Coast.
This year, Antonowitsch and senior Cameron Baird
qualified in the duo event for the competition, which
will be held June 17-22 in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
but might not be able to attend. Additionally, Lucero
and Jacky Salazar could also go as alternates if anyone
from another school drops out of the comp, Lucero
said.
See MHS page A3

Ready to head to state and represent the Montrose High School Speech and Debate team, sophomore Kaydee Lucero, left,
junior Angela Comstock, senior Abby Antonowitsch and sophomore Spencer Crane spend practice March 13 at MHS preparing
for the upcoming competition. (Sydney Warner/Montrose Daily Press)

Thrifty shoppers invited to help animals
•The Ginger Cat to donate
thrift store proceeds
•Grand opening Saturday
•Animal shelter is beneficiary
BY KATHARHYNN HEIDELBERG
KATHARHYNNH@MONTROSEPRESS.COM

When Leslie Treisch recently
opened The Ginger Cat, she combined her love of animals with her
business sense — and in a way she
hopes will benefit local pets.
The Montrose shop at 323 N.
Fourth St. is a collective space for
22 vendors, who offer antiques,
jewelry, household goods, furniture, tools and other items. But
The Ginger Cat also aims to help
real cats — and dogs — through its

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MONTROSEDAILYPRESS

OPEN MONDAY - SUNDAY 11 AM - 8 PM

thrift store component. Proceeds
from that will be given to the
Montrose Animal Shelter in support of the city-run facility’s efforts.
“I just always have had a heart to
help animals and rescue animals,”
said Triesch, whose own ginger-colored cats helped inspire her shop’s
name. “We’ll be giving the profits
from the thrift store to the animal
shelter.”
Triesch was formerly a vendor at
other collectives in town but decided to open her own gallery with
her husband, Calvin. At one of her
past collectives, though, she noticed something: vendors also shop
at thrift stores for items to up-cycle,
while thrift stores themselves bring
in significant donations.

@montrosepress

“Having a thrift store and a vendor gallery, one hand washes the
other. It’s a natural match to me to
have vendors and a thrift store at
the same establishment,” Triesch
said.
She also drew some inspiration
from Second Chance Humane
Society’s thrift store in Ridgway,
which generates revenue for rescue
efforts there. Triesch saw the possibility of doing something similar
here.
“I just wanted to do something
where animals are being rescued and protected,” Triesch said.
“ … We will be giving the profits
from the thrift store to the animal
shelter.”
See THRIFTY page A3
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Posing by the Region 10 building on March 15 before swapping locations, Renfrow Realty’s John Renfrow, left,
Region 10 Executive Director Michelle Haynes, Clinical Director of Acute Services Robin Slater and Center for
Mental Health Chief Financial Official Lance Lehigh stand by the sign to say goodbye to this location.
(Sydney Warner/Special to the Montrose Daily Press)

assistance of Stryker Construction,
the entities’ mutual contractor,
whose work he called “integral” to
the process and “the catalyst.”
The North Cascade site’s layout and design were big pluses, he
said.
“This offered us the opportunity to be able to offer that variety
of service lines for adults, adolescents, and the walk-in clinic
with the substance-use crisis unit.
Region 10 had done an amazing
job of having all the infrastructure
in place,” Lehigh explained.
“There were a lot of upsides to
this particular building.”
Because of the difference in the
value of the two buildings, Region
10 and the Center negotiated an

amount the latter would pay in
addition to giving over the 145 S.
Cascade Ave. location. Although
the amount is confidential, Lehigh
said the payment allowed Region
10 to move forward with the
plans it has for the South Cascade
building.
The Center benefits despite
making the payment, Haynes said.
“It will still be really cost-effective, particularly given the historical use of our building. It has the
infrastructure to support the type
of program they’re looking to do,”
she said.
“The fact that we get to play a bit
of a role in it is kind of cool. We’re
excited about what it’s going to offer our region.”

The need for emergency behavioral health stabilization capabilities is high in the Center’s
six-county region (Montrose,
Delta, Hinsdale, Gunnison, Ouray
and San Miguel).
“This crisis stabilization unit will
help support both law enforcement and the local hospital, in the
sense that, so much of the time,
these people have not had a place
to go, other than the emergency
room or a jail cell,” Lehigh said.
“By having this in the region, that will alleviate a lot of
that pressure for both hospitals
and law enforcement. Frankly,
you never want someone that’s
in that (crisis) state of mind to
be put in a jail cell or to be in

XNLV373091

be better for the Center’s purpose.
“We started having some conversations about what that could
be like. Here, they’ll have plenty
of room to grow that (crisis) program. It just made a lot of sense,”
said Haynes.
It also makes sense for Region
10 to move to the South Cascade
location, which sits between
the Colorado Mesa University
Montrose campus and the Elks
building.
“We’re really excited to be right
downtown. I think it’s going to be
a great move overall for both organizations and for our community
that we serve,” Haynes said.
By acquiring a smaller building,
Region 10 will see its maintenance
and operations costs decrease, as
well.
Region 10 had previously managed its enterprise center on North
Cascade in part as a business incubator, which provided small
businesses and nonprofits with
office space. Now, however, there
is Proximity Space, which offers
shared working space and fills
that need, Haynes said. Although
Region 10 will no longer lease
space to small, local startup ventures, it will continue other program support.
“It’s good timing for us because
we’re comfortable to be moving
into a small location,” Haynes said.
“Managing a building of this
size (the current location at 300
N. Cascade Ave.) takes significant
time and resources. We can redirect that time and resources to
more of our core program.”
Center for Mental Health
Chief Financial Officer Lance
Lehigh praised Region 10 and the

isolation in a spare room at the
emergency department.”
The Center for Mental Health
received money for acquiring
and remodeling the initial proposed site from the Colorado
Health Foundation, the Denver
Foundation, and state general
fund appropriations under past
legislation. The Center is making
sure such funding is being spent
in accordance with the applicable
conditions, Lehigh indicated.
He said neither the Center nor
Region 10 is incurring debt by
making the swap.
“They (Region 10) immediately saw the value of making this
exchange and what it would do,
not only for the community but
our entire region,” Lehigh said.
“It’s amazing for the community,” said real estate agent John
Renfrow, who brokered the deal
between the parties. “It’s a win
for everybody, including the
community.”
Region 10 is looking forward
to moving closer to more of its
key downtown partners, Haynes
said.
“We’re really excited about the
location … to just be right in the
center of downtown,” she said.
The Center aims to have at
least one wing of its crisis stabilization unit open at 300 N.
Cascade Ave. by July 1, with others soon to follow.
Its representatives also look
forward to completing the building exchange with Region 10 —
to, as Spalding put it: “having
more localized care available for
our six-county region.”
Katharhynn Heidelberg is an
award-winning journalist and
the senior writer for the Montrose
Daily Press. Follow her on Twitter
@kathMDP.
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DN DTV 3/16/18 6 p.m.
6:30
7 p.m.
7:30
8 p.m.
8:30
9 p.m.
9:30
10 p.m.
10:30
11 p.m.
11:30
(5:00) 2018 NCAA Basketball Tournament Bucknell vs
2018 NCAA Basketball Tournament Syracuse vs TCU. Second-year coach Jamie Dixon has TCU back in the News Channel 5 (:35) The Late Show With Stephen
Late Late Show/
CBS Michigan State. (N) (Live) (cc)
NCAA Tournament for the first time since 1998. (N) (Live) (cc)
(N) (cc)
Colbert (cc)
James Corden
PBS NewsHour (N) (cc)
Washington
MeToo, Now
Colorado Experi- Arts District
››› The Beatles: Eight Days a Week -- The Touring Years (2016, Documentary) Paul McCartney,
Memory Rescue
PBS
Week (N) (cc)
What? (cc)
ence
Ringo Starr, Whoopi Goldberg. Ron Howard examines the early years of the Beatles.
With Daniel Amen
Mike & Molly
Fox 4 News at
MasterChef Milkshakes; chicken and
9-1-1 “Karma’s a Bitch” Athena confronts First News at
Fox 31 News at Nine O’Clock (N) (cc) The Big Bang
Mom “Abstinence How I Met Your
4
FOX “Windy City”
6:30p (N) (cc)
waffles. (N) (cc)
Michael. (cc) (DVS)
Nine (N) (cc)
Theory (cc)
and Pudding”
Mother (cc)
KKCO 11 News Wheel of Fortune Blindspot “Deductions” A prisoner warns Taken “Invitation Only” An extraction from Dateline NBC “Deep in the Woods” A
The TEN on KKCO (:34) The Tonight Show Starring
(:37) Late Night
11
NBC at 6:00 (N)
“America’s Game” the team. (N) (cc)
a secret prison. (N) (cc)
young Army medic goes missing. (N)
11 News
Jimmy Fallon (N) (cc)
With Seth Meyers
Inside Edition
Entertainment
Once Upon a Time “Knightfall” Rogers (:01) Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. (:01) 20/20 A search for a long-lost
The TEN on KJCT (:35) Jimmy Kimmel Live Lionel Richie; (:37) Nightline
8
ABC (N) (cc)
Tonight (N) (cc)
strikes a deal with Eloise. (N)
The team searches for Gravitonium.
daughter. (N) (cc)
News 8
Yara Shahidi; Moon Taxi.
(N) (cc)
Family Guy “Family Family Guy “Dam- Dynasty “Our Turn Now” Fallon discovers Jane The Virgin Xo resists people’s efforts Page Six TV
Seinfeld “The Old Seinfeld “The Wig Rules of Engage- Rules of Engage- The King of
CW Goy” (cc)
mit Janet” (cc)
Jeff’s true motives. (N) (cc)
to help her. (N) (cc)
(N) (cc)
Man” (cc)
Master” (cc)
ment “Guy Code” ment “Pilot”
Queens (cc)
(5:58) The Big
(:28) The Big
Channel 2 News at 7:00pm (N) (cc) Dynasty “Our Turn Now” Fallon discovers Jane The Virgin Xo resists people’s efforts Two and a Half Two and a Half Channel 2 News (:35) Modern
235
CW Bang Theory
Bang Theory (cc)
Jeff’s true motives. (N) (cc)
to help her. (N) (cc)
Men (cc)
Men (cc)
at 11pm (N) (cc)
Family (cc)
basic cable channels
Gold Rush “American Dreamer” (N)
(:01) Gold Rush: White Water (cc)
(:07) Gold Rush “American Dreamer”
(:08) Gold Rush: White Water (cc)
(:09) Gold Rush: White Water (cc)
182 278
DSC Gold Rush: Pay Gold Rush (N)
(5:15) 2018 NCAA Basketball Tournament Texas Southern (:45) 2018 NCAA Basketball Tournament Florida State vs Missouri. The Tigers return to the big dance to play the Seminoles in the The Detour “The
The Detour “The
ELEAGUE
139 247
TBS vs Xavier. (N) (Live) (cc)
first round of the NCAA Tournament. (N) (Live) (cc)
Water” (cc)
Plane” (cc)
Bring It! The captain nominee faces her
Bring It! A texting scandal rocks the team. (:02) Laurieann Gibson: Beyond the (:02) Bring It! A texting scandal rocks the (:01) Bring It! The captain nominee faces (:01) Bring It! A texting scandal rocks the
108 252
LIFE sister. (N) (cc)
(N) (cc)
Spotlight “Skye’s the Limit” (N) (cc)
team. (cc)
her sister. (cc)
team. (cc)
›› The Lost World: Jurassic Park (1997, Adventure) Jeff Goldblum. (cc)
241 241 PARMT (4:00) The Lost World: Jurassic Park ››› Jurassic Park (1993) Sam Neill. Cloned dinosaurs run amok at an island-jungle theme park. (cc)
(5:00) ››› The Devil Wears Prada (2006, Comedy) Meryl ›› Mr. & Mrs. Smith (2005, Action) Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie, Vince Vaughn. A husband and wife are assassins The Walking Dead “Dead or Alive Or” (:07) Talking Dead The episode “Dead or
131 254 AMC Streep, Anne Hathaway, Adrian Grenier. (cc)
for rival organizations. (cc)
Unlikely groups head to the Hilltop.
Alive Or.” (cc)
Modern Family
Modern Family
The Secret Life
(:31) The Secret (:02) Modern
(:32) Modern
(:02) Modern
(:32) Modern
(:02) Modern
(:32) Modern
(:02) The Secret (:32) The Secret
105 242 USA “Spring Break”
“Grill, Interrupted”
of Kids
Life of Kids (N)
Family “The Storm” Family “Integrity” Family (cc) (DVS) Family (cc) (DVS) Family (cc) (DVS) Family (cc) (DVS) Life of Kids
Life of Kids
››› Furious 7 (2015, Action) Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Dwayne Johnson. A dead man’s brother seeks revenge on the Toretto gang. (cc) ›› The Equalizer (2014, Action) Denzel Washington, Marton Csokas, Chloë Grace Moretz. A former commando champions the help136 248
FXP
less. (cc)
Full House (cc)
Full House (cc)
Friends (cc)
Friends (cc)
Friends (cc)
Friends (cc)
Two and Half Men Two and Half Men
170 299 NICK ›› Diary of a Wimpy Kid (2010) Zachary Gordon, Robert Capron. (cc)
Cleveland Show Cleveland Show American Dad
American Dad
Bob’s Burgers
Family Guy (cc)
Family Guy (cc)
Rick and Morty Robot Chicken
Eric Andre Show Bob’s Burgers
176 296 TOON King of the Hill
Miss Congenial- (:40) ››› Definitely, Maybe (2008, Romance-Comedy) Ryan Reynolds, Isla Fisher, Abigail Breslin. A man’s young daughter asks him (:20) › Georgia Rule (2007, Drama) Jane Fonda, Lindsay Lohan, Felicity Huffman. Premiere. An incorrigible
180 311 FREE ity 2
about his romantic past. (cc)
teen goes to live with her stern grandma. (cc)
(:06) Live PD: Rewind “Live PD: Rewind Live PD “Live PD -- 03.16.18” Riding along with law enforcement. (N) (Live) (cc)
Live PD “Live PD -- 03.16.18” Riding along with law enforcement. (cc)
118 265 A&E No. 94” (N) (cc)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) (cc)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) (cc)
SportsCenter With Scott Van Pelt (N)
140 206 ESPN College Wrestling NCAA Tournament, Semifinals. (N) (Live)
NCAA Studio
ATP Tennis BNP Paribas Open, Women’s Semifinals. From Indian Wells, Calif. (N) (Live)
144 209 ESPN2 2018 NCAA Women’s Basketball Tournament
Anderson Cooper 360 (N) (cc)
CNN Tonight With Don Lemon (N)
CNN Tonight With Don Lemon (N)
Anderson Cooper 360 (cc)
Anderson Cooper 360 (cc)
200 202 CNN Anderson Cooper 360 (N) (cc)
Jessie (cc)
Bunk’d (cc)
Bunk’d (cc)
Stuck/Middle
Bizaardvark (N) Andi Mack
Raven’s Home
Gravity Falls
Gravity Falls
172 291 DISP Bizaardvark (cc) Bizaardvark (cc) Jessie (cc)
Hannity (N) (cc)
The Ingraham Angle (N) (cc)
Fox News at Night with Shannon
Tucker Carlson Tonight (cc)
Hannity (cc)
205 360 FNC Tucker Carlson Tonight (N) (cc)
Snowboarding Burton U.S. Open: Men’s Slopestyle Finals. From Vail, Colo.
Snowboarding
Snow Motion
Undeniable With Joe Buck
UEFA Champions League Soccer
ATTSP (5:00) Rockies Rewind
(4:45) 2018 NCAA Basketball Tour- (:15) 2018 NCAA Basketball Tournament Maryland-Baltimore County vs Virginia. The top-seeded Cava- The Alienist “Silver Smile” A crucial ele- (:26) The Alienist “These Bloody
Snoop Dogg:
138 245
TNT nament Kansas State vs Creighton. (N)
liers take on the Retrievers in the first round of the 2018 NCAA Tournament. (N)
ment in the case vanishes.
Thoughts” Moore goes on a date.
Joker’s Wild
(6:50) The Office (:20) The Office (7:55) The Office ›› Hot Tub Time Machine (2010, Comedy) John Cusack, Rob Corddry, Craig Robinson. (cc)
› Hot Tub Time Machine 2 (2015)
107 249 COM (:15) The Office “Ultimatum” (cc)
Futurama (cc)
Futurama (cc)
Futurama (cc)
Futurama (cc)
Futurama (cc)
Futurama (cc)
Futurama (cc)
(:32) Futurama
(:02) Futurama
(:32) Futurama
122 244 SYFY (5:00) ›› Lara Croft: Tomb Raider
(:03) Ancient Aliens: Declassified Interactions with celestial beings. (cc)
120 269 HIST Ancient Aliens: Declassified “Operation Aliens” Interactions with celestial beings. (N) (cc)
Trading Spaces (cc)
Trading Spaces (cc)
Trading Spaces
Trading Spaces (cc)
Trading Spaces (cc)
183 280
TLC Trading Spaces (cc)
Tanked: Tank Madness Shaquille O’Neal wants a tank built. (N) (cc)
Tanked: Sea-Lebrity Edition Wyclef Jean and Akon want two tanks. (cc)
Tanked: Sea-Lebrity Edition (cc)
184 282 ANPL (5:00) Tanked: Tank Madness (cc)
Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives (N) (cc)
Diners, Drive
Diners, Drive
Diners, Drive
Diners, Drive
Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives (cc)
Diners, Drive
Diners, Drive
110 231 FOOD Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives (cc)
Josh Gates’ Destination Truth (N)
Josh Gates’ Destination Truth (cc)
Josh Gates’ Destination Truth (cc)
Josh Gates’ Destination Truth (cc)
Josh Gates’ Destination Truth (cc)
196 277 TRAVEL Josh Gates’ Destination Truth (cc)
Love-Raymond
Love-Raymond
Love-Raymond
Mom (cc)
Mom (cc)
King of Queens King of Queens King of Queens King of Queens Mom (cc)
Mom (cc)
106 304 TVLAND Love-Raymond
››› Suddenly, Last Summer (1959, Drama) Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. A (:15) ›› Reflections in a Golden Eye (1967, Drama) Elizabeth Taylor, Marlon Brando, Brian Keith. Army
›› The Only Game in Town (1970) Elizabeth Taylor. Veteran
132 256 TCM surgeon gets involved with a matron and her niece. (cc)
major with lusty wife feels homosexual in 1940s South. (cc)
chorus-girl loves gambling pianist in Las Vegas.
Campfire Kiss (2017, Romance-Comedy) Danica McKellar, Paul Greene, Dylan Kingwell. Meet the Peetes Robinson wants his
The Golden Girls The Golden Girls The Golden Girls The Golden Girls Frasier Romantic
Frasier “The Ring
185 312 HALL A single mother meets a single father while camping. (cc)
bedroom redecorated. (cc)
(cc)
(cc)
(cc)
(cc)
entanglements.
Cycle” (cc)
premium cable channels
REAL Sports With (:40) ›› 2 Fast 2 Furious (2003, Action) Paul Walker, Tyrese, Eva Mendes. Two friends VICE News
›› Why Him? (2016, Comedy) James Franco, Bryan Cranston, Zoey Deutch. A man
Real Time With Bill Maher (N Same303 504 HBOP Bryant Gumbel and a U.S. customs agent try to nail a criminal. ‘PG-13’ (cc)
Tonight (N) (cc)
disapproves of his daughter’s awkward boyfriend. ‘R’ (cc)
day Tape) (cc)
(3:35) ›› Watch- (:20) ››› The Conjuring 2 (2016, Horror) Patrick Wilson, Vera Farmiga. Paranormal (:35) ››› Hacksaw Ridge (2016, War) Andrew Garfield, Sam Worthington, Luke Bracey. Premiere. Medic Strike Back Locating a former CIA contrac311 516 MAXP men (2009) ‘R’
investigators battle demonic possession. ‘R’ (cc)
Desmond Doss becomes a hero during World War II. ‘R’ (cc)
tor. (N) (cc)
(5:00) ›› The Girl on the Train (2016) Beyond the Opposite Sex (2018) A transgender man and
›› Sleepless (2017) Jamie Foxx, T.I.. A Las Vegas cop must save (:05) Our Cartoon (:35) The Chi “Namaste Muthaf...” Bran- (:35) Homeland
318 545 SHOW Emily Blunt. ‘R’ (cc)
woman face relationship challenges. ‘NR’ (cc)
his kidnapped son from gangsters. ‘R’ (cc)
President (cc)
don tries to reconcile with Jerrika.
“Active Measures”
(5:39) ›› Underworld: Blood Wars (:13) Counterpart “Love the Lie” The
(:11) Churchill (2017, Historical Drama) Brian Cox, Miranda Richardson. Winston
Power “Why Her?” The drug syndicate
Counterpart “Love the Lie” The discovery
351 528 STZP (2016) Kate Beckinsale. ‘R’ (cc)
discovery takes an emotional toll.
Churchill clashes with his opponents as D-Day nears. ‘PG’ (cc)
gains a new member. (cc)
takes an emotional toll. (cc)
(5:17) ››› Scrooged (1988, Comedy) ›› A Knight’s Tale (2001, Adventure) Heath Ledger, Mark Addy, Rufus Sewell. A peas- (:15) ›› Out of Time (2003, Suspense) Denzel Washington, Eva Mendes. A police chief (:05) ››› Imperium (2016, Suspense)
341 535 STZENC Bill Murray. ‘PG-13’ (cc)
ant poses as a knight for a shot at jousting glory. ‘PG-13’ (cc)
is accused of setting a deadly arson. ‘PG-13’ (cc)
Daniel Radcliffe. ‘R’ (cc)

